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Babys First Eames From Art Deco To Zaha Hadid
A celebration of girl power for budding super heroines featuring beloved DC characters from Wonder Woman to Batgirl.
Exploring attributes from physical strength to intuition, this introduction to DC's super heroines is also a catalog of role
models for little girls. From Wonder Woman's ability to find the truth to Black Canary's powerful voice to Batgirl's keen
mind, readers will find much to admire. Cool, classic art makes for a fun, colorful package.
Best known for his images of soup cans and celebrities, Andy Warhol, one of the preeminent artists of the 20th century,
also created many hand-drawn pieces of whimsy and wonder. In 26 beautifully illustrated pages, the So Many Stars
Board Book showcases the complete collection of one of his most playful projects—an exploration of the concept of "So,"
including You Are So Big, You Are So Small, So Sweet, and I Love You So. Filled with sweet phrases and a mirror
feature that will delight young readers, So Many Stars is a terrific introduction to an iconic modern artist. -Includes never
before published images -26 pages -Mirror feature in the back -Spot UV on the cover -Trim: 5 1/2 x 4 1/3 in. (16 x 12 1/2
cm)
This unique, lavishly illustrated book offers a fascinating look into Frank Lloyd Wright's creative process—and offers fun,
thoughtful activities for aspiring architects! Frank Lloyd Wright looked to nature for inspiration as he designed some of the
most original, striking, and widely recognized buildings in the world. This unique book is part biography, part sketchbook,
part exploration of his most famous projects—and the thinking behind them. By shedding light on Wright's views about
landscapes, geometry, and the way people live, the ideas and illustrations in this book will ignite the imagination of
aspiring architects. Dozens of thoughtful prompts and activities throughout the book—from developing geometric patterns
to creating structures for different habitats to envisioning a floorplan built around a central fireplace—empower readers to
translate architectural concepts into their own work.
This extraordinary activity book helps young artists to transform sqiggles and scribbles into amazing creations! Lazoo is a
hugely popular illustrator in Japan where her children's books have sold millions of copies. Lazoo's totally engaging art
and time-tested strategies can coax out the artist in anyone old enough to hold a crayon. Whether they are drawing swirls
of hair on adorable faces, patterns on the sails of a sailboat, or decorating a bunch of balloons, every creation looks
spectacular, boosts confidence, and provides children with the opportunity to explore their imagination (and build fine
motor skills). Offering the perfect combination of open-ended play with just enough guidance to get things rolling, these
fun, beautiful workbooks have tons of appeal.
Fifty biographies of groundbreaking, outspoken, odds-defying Jewish women serve as inspiration and roadmap for the
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next generation.
This whimsically illustrated board book offers a delightful A-to-Z overview of modern design icons for the toddler set.
Parents who appreciate architecture and modern design will get a kick out of sharing their passion with little ones. From
Frank Lloyd Wright's Fallingwater to Knoll furniture to Noguchi sculptures, Baby's First Eames makes timeless structures
and styles fun and accessible for aesthetes of all ages.
Children can identify and learn colors in the iconic works of the pop art master in Andy Warhol What Colors Do You See?
Board Book from Mudpuppy. Featured inside are famous Warhol works including the red Campbell's soup can, yellow
banana, pink cow, green camouflage, and many more! - 26 sturdy pages - Book trim: 6 x 7.5", 15 x 19 cm - Ages 0+ Spreads feature Andy Warhol artwork in a spectrum of colors - Includes final spread with soup cans in an assortment of
Warhol's colorways - All Mudpuppy products adhere to CPSIA, ASTM, and CE Safety Regulations
"Art for baby brings together a collection of fascinating black and white images created by some of the world's leading
modern artists. Each one has been specially selected to help babies begin to recognize pictures and connect with the
world around them"--Colophon.
Practice counting on some of the most famous sculptures in the world! Masterpieces by world-famous sculptor Alexander Calder are used to
teach quantity in this artful, read-aloud board book. One & Other Numbers accompanies artworks with a conversational and relatable text that
encourages readers to notice and count various aspects of the sculptures. Calder's playful abstract shapes add to the richness of the visual
arc, allowing readers to build personal connections with the art. Children will not only grow more familiar with numbers and quantity, but also
with the artist and his work. This fourth title in Phaidon's "First Concepts with Fine Artists" series includes a read-aloud "about the artist" at the
end.
Frank Lloyd Wright used basic geometric shapes as the foundation for his modern architecture. Learn your basic shapes alongside this
famous architect with My First Shapes with Frank Lloyd Wright Board Book from Mudpuppy. Each chapter tab focuses on one of three basics
shapes: circle, square, or triangle. - Size: 6.25 x 7"
Set against the backdrop of well-known works by the artist, Vincent Van Gogh, rhyming text tells a story from the artwork.
A retired group of legendary mercenaries get the band back together for one last impossible mission in this award-winning debut epic fantasy.
"Fantastic, funny, ferocious." - Sam Sykes Clay Cooper and his band were once the best of the best, the most feared and renowned crew of
mercenaries this side of the Heartwyld. Their glory days long past, the mercs have grown apart and grown old, fat, drunk, or a combination of
the three. Then an ex-bandmate turns up at Clay's door with a plea for help--the kind of mission that only the very brave or the very stupid
would sign up for. It's time to get the band back together. WINNER OF THE DAVID GEMMELL MORNINGSTAR AWARD FOR BEST
FANTASY DEBUT.WINNER OF THE REDDIT/FANTASY AWARD FOR BEST DEBUT FANTASY NOVEL. For more from Nicholas Eames,
check out: Bloody Rose
This sophisticated A to Z picture book for adults is an illustrated journey through midcentury modern design, perfect for any reader with a
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keen eye for style. With eighty tales of design, laid out in a fun and easy-to-read A to Z format, design lovers will be reading this book to each
other before bed. With an irreverent structure, this becomes a picture book for the refined adult. Each letter delves into one facet of this
enduring era of design: midcentury modern homes, interior design, graphic design, and illustration, as well as the iconic personalities. We
might all recognize the names--Charles and Ray Eames, Farnsworth House, the Egg Chair, Henningsen, Elrod House, the case study
houses--but what are their stories? This book delves right into the facts and does so light-heartedly. We learn of the grand inspirations, or
sometimes (it turns out) the very simplest of ideas, which fueled these Goliaths of midcentury modern design. The only downside: with your
newfound design-savvy, you won't be able to look at your IKEA chairs the same way again. If you didn't know that E stands for Eames, Egg
Chair, and Elrod House (or don't know what any of those words actually mean) then this book belongs on your coffee table. And if you can't
afford an Eames coffee table, then rejoice in knowing that From A to Eames makes an inexpensive and equally satisfying alternative.
A beloved family dachshund presents a dog's-view tour of the renowned Frank Lloyd Wright house over a waterfall in the western
Pennsylvania mountains, reflecting on the myriad architectural details that make the house unique.
"This massive monograph celebrates Ray's centennial anniversary and the Eameses incredibly diverse interdisciplinary work in depth,
including many never-before-published images. Additionally, the book is authored by three generations of the Eames family, including quotes
and essays by: Charles and Ray, daughter Lucia Eames, and all five of her children. This very intimate and loving tribute to the Eameses
includes personal letters, family photos, and images that document the poetic ephemera of their everyday life, making this book the definitive
Eames monograph."--Publishers' description.
It's never too early to get an A+ in architecture! Here's a fun new board book series that introduces a wide array of nonfiction subjects to
babies and toddlers. Welcome to Baby 101, where big subjects are tailored for little babies. Featuring simple words and bright and engaging
illustrations, this introduction to architecture includes information about how buildings are made, featuring famous sites like the Colosseum,
the Taj Mahal, and the pyramids. So don't be late, because this is one class that babies won't want to miss. Look for the surprise lift-the-flap
ending!

The follow-up to the Mudpuppy board book bestseller My First Shapes With Frank Lloyd Wright, Mudpuppy's Opposites With
Frank Lloyd Wright Board Book entertains and introduces children the concept of opposites. Using Wright's famous works, colorful
spreads illustrate hard and soft round and pointy, city and nature, and more. - Size: 6.25 x 6.25 x 0.75"
Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman, Green Lantern and more of DC's beloved super heroes illustrate the importance of
kindness. Batman shares his cool tools with Robin. Wonder Woman teaches Wonder Girl how to use a magic lasso. Aquaman
cares for the creatures in the sea. Green Lantern will rush off to help any member of the Corps who is in trouble. All of the super
heroes look out for people who aren't as strong as they are! In doing so, they show that greatness comes from giving to others.
Teach babies to greet others in twelve different languages with this adorable multilingual board book! Get ready, everyone! LET’S
SAY...HELLO. A perfect companion to Disney’s "It's a Small World" and Shirley Ng-Benitez’s How Do You Say series, Let’s Say
board books teach tiny tots warm and friendly words/phrases in several languages. Each book features: twelve diverse languages:
American Sign Language, Arabic, French, German, Haitian Creole, Hausa, Hindi, Italian, Japanese, Mandarin Chinese, Russian,
Spanish vibrant and colorful illustrations easy-to-read pronunciations/demonstrations kid-friendly illustrations of everyday babies
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from around the world An ideal baby shower or first-day-of-school gift!
This unique and adorable concept board book offers a fun introduction to Jewish culture, celebrations, food and more. Adorably
illustrated alphabetical entries provide a fun taste of all things Jewish. A must-have for any Jewish baby's nursery, this tiny tome
covers quintessential foods such as bagels and brisket, rituals and holidays including Bar and Bat Mitzvahs, Shabbat, and
Hanukkah, as well as important cultural references (with a little Yiddish thrown in). Parents and grandparents will love sharing
every concise, funny entry with the little ones in their lives.
Little ones who love to say "No!" can chime in while they learn about iconic activists from Frederick Douglass and Alice Paul to
Martin Luther King Jr. and Malala. Each spread introduces an iconic figure—such as Gloria Steinem or Cesar Chavez—along with a
super simple summary of the actions they took to change the course of history. Activists of all ages will learn about the abolitionist
movement, civil rights, women's rights, and more! Detailed, colorful art will thoroughly engage toddlers and preschoolers. And the
chance to join the refrain on every spread "NO, NO!" is sure to please the tiniest protestors. (A mini history of protest movements
at the end of the books is a handy cheat sheet for parents!)
Fine art meets basic concepts in board books by the bestselling authors of Minimasters Ten famous portraits by world renowned
artists teach the littlest art lovers about feelings. Beautiful artwork from a “playful” Winslow Homer to a “mad” Paul Gauguin to
daVinci’s very “mysterious” Mona Lisa will engage babies and their parents alike!
Tiny hands can turn torn paper scraps into spectacular art with this unique, colorful activity book! This beautiful, thoughtfully
designed book, provides the prompts and the materials for making striking collages. Children as young as 3 can cut (or tear) and
paste colorful scales onto a school of fish, petals onto a bouquet of flowers, feathers onto birds, and more clever, pretty projects
that also build fine motor skills.
An introduction to shapes through the acclaimed art of Josef Albers The influential art of Josef Albers is used to teach shapes in
this stylish read-aloud board book, which takes children through Albers' range of geometrics, one artwork per page, beginning with
squares and returning to them as a familiar refrain throughout. The variance of colour, scale, and quantity adds to the richness of
the visual arc, and the accompanying text provides a humorous and engaging commentary. Readers will not only learn their
shapes, but also grow familiar with fine art in this second title in the 'First Concepts with Fine Artists' series. Includes a read-aloud
`about the artist? at the end.
A comprehensive, genre-defining survey of children's product and furniture design from Bauhaus to today Design for Children, a must-have
book for all style-conscious and design-savvy readers, documents the evolution of design for babies, toddlers, and beyond. The book
spotlights more than 450 beautiful, creative, stylish, and clever examples of designs created exclusively for kids - from toys, furniture, and
tableware, to textiles, lights, and vehicles. Contemporary superstars and twentieth-century masters, including Philippe Starck, Nendo, Marc
Newson, Piero Lissoni, Kengo Kuma, and Marcel Wanders, are showcased.
Wonder Woman can always uncover the truth. Bumblebee is a brilliant scientist. And Batgirl is a computer genius. DC's super heroes have
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amazing powers! My First Book of Girl Power introduces young fans to a range of exciting role models. From Nubia, Wonder Woman's brave
Amazon sister to Jessica Cruz who uses her power ring to help others, to Super Girl who uses her super-strength to protect people, all of the
women featured in this colorful board book work to make the world a safer, better place.
A fun (inexpensive!) picture book for the un-fancy Nancy’s. Shelby likes to play sports in her favorite red sneakers. She likes to dig for worms
with her best friend, Nate. She does not want to have tea parties with her next door neighbor, Sophie. And when she is asked to be a flower
girl in her aunt’s wedding, she knows one thing for sure: SHE IS SO NOT WEARING A DRESS! A spunky heroine, adorable illos, and a
totally charming story will appeal to the many, many girls who prefer baseball caps to tiaras.
Equality starts early, and it begins at home. As soon as girls are big enough to flip through a board book, they can understand the concept
that girls are equal to boys. This book underscores that important idea with clear, simple illustrations and clever rhyming text. From
encouraging girls to use their voice and to support other girls to showing them that beauty is on the inside to reminding them that no woman
is free until all women are free, there are big lessons here, in a small and appealing package.
Kids' favorite animals as featured in fine art make for a kid-pleasing, parent-pleasing concept book. With these two board books in the Art
from the Start series, even the youngest of readers can appreciate what fine art has to offer. In Painting Cats & Dogs, animal art abounds!
From Renoir’s beloved pets to Degas’ majestic horses and Rousseau’s fanciful monkeys, the ten beautiful animal paintings in this book will
thoroughly engage babies and toddlers. And in Red Squares & More Colors & Shapes, there’s so much to see! Whether they are counting
Klee’s saturated squares or spotting the shapes in Vermeer’s richly rendered interiors, little ones will find plenty to enjoy about each of the
ten masterpieces in this collection. Spare, rhyming text and famous paintings make reading both of these books (again and again) a pleasure
for grownups as well!
A groundbreaking set of visual opposites for the toddler set, featuring the popular art of Ellsworth Kelly Ellsworth Kelly's paintings and
sculptures take center stage in this creative visual presentation of opposites. The pairings range from together/apart to vertical/horizontal,
from full/empty to front/back [of a canvas!], providing readers with both expected and unexpected visual vocabulary. Images include
Ellsworth's most famous works, as well as some lesser-known pieces, providing a stunning representation of colors and dimensions. Playfully
written and created in partnership with the Ellsworth Kelly Foundation, this unique and stylish concept book marks the fifth title in the First
Concepts with Fine Artists series.
Explore the marvels of ARCHITECTURE, from ancient pyramids to towering skyscrapers
"Rich, expansive, and grounded in human truth...simply exquisite.” —V. E. Schwab, New York Times bestselling author of the Shades of
Magic series Even gods can be slain The Hokkaran empire has conquered every land within their bold reach—but failed to notice a lurking
darkness festering within the people. Now, their border walls begin to crumble, and villages fall to demons swarming out of the forests. Away
on the silver steppes, the remaining tribes of nomadic Qorin retreat and protect their own, having bartered a treaty with the empire,
exchanging inheritance through the dynasties. It is up to two young warriors, raised together across borders since their prophesied birth, to
save the world from the encroaching demons. This is the story of an infamous Qorin warrior, Barsalayaa Shefali, a spoiled divine warrior
empress, O Shizuka, and a power that can reach through time and space to save a land from a truly insidious evil. A crack in the wall heralds
the end...two goddesses arm themselves...K Arsenault Rivera's The Tiger’s Daughter is an adventure for the ages.
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Brainy babies will love learning all about animals, their homes and their habitats! This engaging, tongue-in-cheek board
book also features a surprise lift-the-flap ending!
Babies (on up) will delight in turning the attached golden key to unlock the doors to adorable animal hideaways. This sureto-thrill novelty board book comes with a key that opens doors on every spread. Tiny hands can build fine motor skills
while unlocking the doors to adorable animal hideaways. Babies, toddlers, and preschoolers will delight when they find
one sleeping bear in his cave, two owls nestled into a tree hollow, three busy beavers in their dam, and more wonderful
surprises.
Originally published: New York: William Morrow & Co, c1994.
Have you learned your colors and shapes? Now it's time to learn patterns! Stripes, polka dots, plaid, chevron, and more
are featured in this first-ever patterns concept book that provides readers with the vocabulary to name what they see in
the world around them. The ten most prevalent patterns are presented first as a single element (This is a circle ...), then
as a pattern (... a lot of circles make polka dots!). Conceived by educators and illustrated in vivid candy-colored hues, this
pitch-perfect introduction to patterns will engage the artistic, mathematical, and linguistic parts of every young child's
mind.
Barbie Forever: Her Inspiration, History, and Legacy presents a detailed, fully authorized portrait of this beloved doll
through all-new interviews, original sketches, vintage photos, advertisements, and much more—including a foreword by
Olympic fencing medalist Ibtihaj Muhammad. A double-sided foldout timeline showcases important moments in Barbie
history. Explore how the doll came to be, what it takes to create one of her many looks, and how her legacy continues to
influence the world. Since her debut in 1959, Barbie has been breaking boundaries and highlighting major moments in
art, fashion, and culture. She has been an interpreter of taste and style in every historic period she has lived through and
has reflected female empowerment through the more than 200 careers she has embodied. Today, an international icon,
Barbie continues to spark imaginations and influence conversations around the world. Barbie Forever is a vibrant
celebration for the "Barbie Girl" in all of us.
Budding young architects—and their design-minded parents—will love exploring this set of 5 miniature board books, each
touring a different room in a stylish, modern house: living room, bathroom, kitchen, garage, and bedroom. Inside, inviting
illustrations of familiar, everyday objects are paired with first words, promoting early vocabulary development, pattern
recognition, and open-ended, imaginative play!
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